
Color Sorting Machines

Suitable for any kind of cereals
Full color cameras able to detect up to
16 million colors and defects as small as 0.09 mm 

Nir cameras able to recognize stones,
foreign bodies and any kind of product alterations 

Swir cameras 

Hight speed ejectors 

Remote assistance in real time 

Artificial intelligence software for simple
and e ective use
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www.fava.it

When research takes you over and beyond what exists, 
to the discovery of new solutions and the achievement of 
important milestones. The new short-cut pasta technology 
with original patented findings is, once again, the synthesis 
of our skills and know-how to ensure optimization of raw 
materials, user-friendliness, energy savings and added
value services. 

Fava, always by your side, in a life
dedicated to pasta.

BEYOND
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A revolutionary short pasta line
Since 1937, Fava has increasingly become 
a reference point for the pasta produc-
tion industry with its on-going invest-
ments in Research & Development, to pro-
vide avant-garde solutions. An example 
is the participation at the 2022 edition of 
Ipack-Ima, where it exhibited, in a booth 
of over 1,000 m2, a prototype machine 
with the majority of its functions protect-
ed by patents. A TCM100 short-cut pasta 
line to which the company has applied all 
the most high-performing solutions pre-
viously tested on its advanced long-cut 
pasta line, the GPL180 technology that 
since its introduction on the market, has 
guaranteed a series of advantages for a 
shape that has always been considered 
complicated to treat, confirming a revo-
lution for the industry. The same advan-
tages that, thanks to this experience, were 
transferred to the short-cut pasta line. The 
shaker, for example, has been modified to 
optimize performance and to make it eas-
ier to clean, eliminating large quantities of 
dust. Furthermore, the thermal level can 
be adjusted to important values, to adapt 
to new drying processes with temperature 
modulation that adapts to those technol-
ogies capable of producing dried pasta 
with better cooking resistance, even with 
the use of poorer raw materials.
Soft wheat flour is destined to be con-
sumed in large quantities on a global 
level and the quality does not always 
correspond to the minimum require-
ments for making good quality pasta. It 
is for this reason that the new Fava tech-
nology has managed to obtain consider-
able results with tangible improvements.

Other objectives achieved by these ad-
vanced technologies include increas-
ing overall efficiency of the equipment 
and improving total cost of ownership, 
reducing environmental impact, reduc-

ing maintenance costs, energy sav-
ings, automation (Augmented Reality 
techniques, predictive packages based 
on Artificial Intelligence and Machine 
Learning), with attention to user-friend-
liness and compliance with food safety.
Value-added services are also at the 
core of Fava’s proposal, sensitive to mar-
ket demands and the need to enchance 
resources to meet the requirements of 
the customers.
(Fava - Via IV Novembre 29 - 44042 Cen-
to - FE - Italy - Tel. +39 051 6843411  - 
www.fava.it)

The TCM100 short pasta line presented at Ipack-Ima 
(Fava).
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